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Just the sound of “making government more agile”\(^1\) summons pleasing images to the civic mind: resilient response to changing conditions; innovation and ingenuity; immediacy in problem-solving; citizen-centered service; bureaucracy getting out of the way; experimentation leading to progress.

These ideas center upon government’s role as implementer. That role presumes both existing authority and relatively stable consensus politically. And that’s no fantasy, really: the magnetic appeal of agile government stems from near-universal political agreement that government can and should do better, however we may task it.

By comparison, “agile policymaking” as a vehicle for better government understandably sounds more obtuse. Representative democracy involves debate, disagreement and, with any luck at all, compromise and movement forward. The floor of the legislature in its natural state – noisy, polemic, untamed - doesn’t quite mesh with “agile” in any meaningful sense. Indeed, if raucous legislative processes could only become more productive – or perhaps just more orderly and predictable – we would delight in that progress. Yet such minimal improvement would seem to fall well short of anything we’d wish to describe as agile.

Nonetheless, bringing agile vision and principles to policymaking should draw our attention, if only as a provocative heuristic. And the time couldn’t be riper for introspection and

---

questioning of standing practice. Who says there’s nothing new under the sun? Perhaps there is little that’s inevitable in the way modern policymaking gets done. With the persistence of incivility and outright paralysis in too many legislative settings, we ought to be restless. We ought to insist on higher function. Whatever it may come to be, needless to say, agile policymaking will be anything but “politics as usual.”

A number of ambitions fall gently into place. Like the practice of traditional policy analysis (“TPA”)\(^2\) that helps guide lawmakers’ judgment, agile policymaking would aim to be more objective, and evidenced-based, than politics usually is. Like TPA, agile policymaking might couple i) applied social inquiry and leadership insight with ii) a desire to distinguish among more and less preferable proposals for collective action. And like TPA, agile policymaking would be undertaken by dedicated teams of hard-thinkers, rigorously pursuing problem-solving in the public interest.

Unlike TPA, however, agile policymaking ought to reorient conventional lawmaking and governance. Among the areas of potential ferment:

- **Flow.** Typical legislative processes are rather episodic. Issues once lacking momentum suddenly rise to marquee-level primacy. Selective agendas take shape, consistent with tactical priorities set by parties and coalitions. *Agile policymaking should instead envision continuous timelines over cycles of evaluation and improvement, based upon stable social initiatives.*

---

• **Quality.** Electoral mandates rule the day but famously lack precision. Under the status quo, long periods of relative inattention to given issues are punctuated by omnibus legislative packages addressing slews of public questions all at once. *Agile policymaking should instead smooth and supplement these processes with more regular, incremental adjustments, scaled trials and pilot programs.*

• **Connectivity.** Conventional legislative practice creates agencies, delegates power and resources, and monitors policy work with a measure of comfortable, bureaucratic distance. *Agile policymaking should instead incorporate nimble and collaborative oversight, where implementation-partnerships prevail and policymakers remain both engaged and directive.*

• **Enthusiasm.** Too often in contentious settings, lawmaking consensus is unstable and short-lived. Coalitions demand that novel approaches — no matter how exciting — be constrained with sunset provisions and short-leash appropriations. *Agile policymaking should instead orient toward optimism and sustainability, embedding outcomes-informed incentives for success-based program extension.*

• **Ownership.** While public-facing hearings and broadcast proceedings symbolically invite voters and taxpayers into chambers, such participation is abstract and diffuse. Constituents can contact their representatives to solve problems, but rarely is there any meaningful connection between constituent service and eventual lawmaking.

---

Agile policymaking should directly engage stakeholders and “users,” making its outputs better informed and more responsive.

Agile-policymaking reforms could focus upon not only substantive ends but procedural means, from hyper-structured budgeting processes to siloed subject-matter jurisdiction among legislative committees, from majority prerogative over parliamentary rules to hierarchical party-based agenda control.

If we believe agile policymaking can foster more enlightened practice in the public realm, we might first set a baseline of how policy professionals are currently trained to do their work. Then, agile policymaking’s leading edges can be applied, either buttressing existing features harmoniously or disrupting them constructively.

As taught in leading universities and practiced across the government spectrum, TPA⁴ orients analytic activity toward the predilections of “clients” (typically, elected and appointed officials, exercising democratic and delegated authority, respectively). Narrowly framed and carefully defined problems are researched, so that policy practitioners can conduct business in an informed and evidence-based manner.

Problems and evidence: Agile policymaking would reimagine both. Unexploited social opportunities would become more prevalent, and evidence-practice would move naturally from aggregate social trends toward the lived experience of the

---

⁴ The elements of traditional policy analysis (“TPA”) set forth below are based upon Bardach & Patashnik (id.) in a sequentially organized but iteratively undertaken method titled by the authors, and known affectionately among practitioners, as “the Eightfold Path.” The approach was invented by political scientist Eugene Bardach, now Emeritus Professor at the Goldman School of Public Policy, UC Berkeley, and is the Goldman School's hallmark policy-analytic method.
most impacted stakeholders, taking a page out of the playbooks for user-based research and human-centered design.\textsuperscript{5}

In TPA the solution-space is built through an ideative process, constructing the \textbf{alternatives} for government action. Often those policy options are generated in path-dependent terms, based on extant legislation and administrative activity. Next come the performance standards for those alternatives; these social values and specialized objectives provide the selected \textbf{criteria}, metrics by which improvement can be meaningfully measured.

\textbf{Alternatives \& criteria}: Agile policymaking would emphasize invention over replication. Proposed solutions would include untried approaches based on processes of social discovery. Metrics of success would be situational, both readily measurable and newly revelatory.

With alternatives and criteria in place, TPA proceeds into more technical forms of projection and calculation. Empirical methods and decision modeling allow the \textbf{outcomes} of various policy-options to be predicted in terms of the designated metrics. In the atypical case of \textbf{dominance}, a singular option prevails on all specified dimensions, making policy choice straightforward. More frequently, however, \textbf{trade-offs} are evident, in which case methods of weighting, social priority, and balancing attempt to triangulate the most desirable policy to recommend.

\textbf{Outcomes \& trade-offs}: Agile policymaking can regularize data collection, make the projection of outcomes less costly, center stakeholders, and design deliberative

\textsuperscript{5} See UK Design Council, et al., “Design for Public Good” (Sharing Experience Europe [keep.eu], 2013).
ways to confront trade-offs and reveal undiscovered modes of consensus and cohesion.

As analysis concludes, suasion gets underway. Once the final recommendation is reached, an evidence-based narrative (telling the resulting story in written and presentation forms) is delivered to the client. The aim is to have the recommendation win the day. The narrative supports the chosen policy, demonstrates its advantages over the alternatives, reflects upon the criteria and trade-offs which were weighed, and cements in place the expected advances in the public interest.

**Story:** Agile policymaking would exploit innovative information networks, make communication more multilateral and interactive, and treat the evidence-based case for a recommended policy as a dynamic social conversation, not a static “official” report.

Against the canvas of TPA-informed disciplines, therefore, agile policymaking frontiers appear numerous and provocative. But reinvention shouldn’t sacrifice smart practice. The notion that social choice can be made more objective, even scientific, has a lot to recommend it. Government should remain careful and methodical, especially when the aggregate stakes are large. For these reasons, traditional policymaking is rightly considered “analytic” in a number of respects. The drive toward deep understanding should proceed apace.

Complex issues of social choice – particularly vexatious ones\(^6\) making political consensus most elusive – can be unraveled to reveal their constituent features, causal chains, and knowledge gaps. TPA’s working parts (problems, evidence, alternatives, criteria, outcomes, and trade-offs)

---

each require their own styles of thinking and decision-making approaches. Political considerations can be temporarily “held constant” as applied, evidence-based inquiry proceeds with rigor. At the same time, the TPA disciplines recognize the power to elevate political concerns as criteria unto themselves. And just as problematizing social conditions is the hallmark of all policy choice, the process by which recommended courses of action get approved by clients, authorized, enacted, budgeted and implemented is inescapably political in nature … and should ever remain so, in an open and inclusive democracy.

However, TPA’s known advantages in these respects also present opportunities to make policy analysis itself even more agile. Thus agile policymaking ought to build upon TPA, not usurp it. Where analysis is cumbersome, it should be streamlined. Where analysis lags behind technological change and sociocultural progress, it should accelerate. When the client’s prerogatives stand in the way, analysis should loosen the bonds and break free.

Agile policymaking sets a constructive tone for these improvements. Among the enhancements we might envision:

- **Clientele.** TPA is usually undertaken with a specific elected or appointed “client.” Agile policymaking can broaden the aperture, focusing upon stakeholders and, wherever possible, the “users” of policies as designed and implemented. A ready example might be restructuring environmental baseline-standards utilizing the mutual vision of both affected industries and impacted communities.

- **Ingenuity.** Optimal solutions to specific problems can evade data-focused analytics. TPA professionals spend more time learning social science than they do engineering and entrepreneurship. Discovery and inventiveness are difficult things to teach, to be sure. At minimum, agile policymaking can take the “waterfall”
model in TPA – where multiple steps are followed, in order to reach ultimate, definitive results – and introduce iterative processes, frequent versions, successive-improvement routines, and simulation-based evaluation. The aim should be to seed “ingenuity environments” so that policymaking will arrive at clever insights more frequently, as a germinating mode for conducting business.

• **Anticipation.** Traditional governance is often more reactive than future-oriented. And while TPA does seek to project the outcomes of various policy options if adopted, futurism remains foreign to those trained in social-scientific empiricism and retrospective data fundamentals. Agile policymaking can ply the art and craft of scenario planning and future-state modeling, much as is already being done in public-private collaborative settings like climate change adaptation, population-growth analysis, energy investment, bioengineering, space exploration, and cloud computing.

• **Adept Politics.** In practical terms given partisan conditions, agile policymaking would also need to master politics in certain ways. It should learn to finesse obstacles and build coalitions, both in terms of overcoming entrenched opposition to innovative approaches and earning those ideas trust and belief. One agile-policymaking toolkit devises a series of processes by which agile-policymaking can gain traction in government settings and evolve. These processes include:

---


mapping the stakeholder-based landscape of power and influence; identifying “protagonists” who can champion agile process; gauge how the political discourse is likely to take shape; monitor potential “tipping points” where progress-trajectories can launch; secure the imperative by “tuning the landscape” of perceived stakes and policy fundamentals; empower allies aligned with the agile vision; advance outlooks for cooperation and civility; and outpace sources of opposition and friction.

Viewed in appropriate relief, agile policymaking charts an important trade route for the agile-government journey writ large. At least three strategic emphases can be made explicit moving forward: increasing the adaptive capacity of policymaking bodies under conditions of not only dynamism but turbulence; fostering policymaking in the promotion of technological innovation across industrial sectors and institutional settings; and policy development for open data architectures and digital-government expansion. As one forward-thinking observer notes, “The main point of this is that agile is a mindset, a culture, around delivering small steps forward fast and often: that’s what we need to bring into policy making ….”
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